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INSTALLATION STATEMENT 

1. IMPORTANT: NEVER attempt any work without shutting off the electricity 

2. Read all instructions before installing, System is intended for installation by a qualified electrician in accordance 

with the National Electrical Code and local regulations. 

3. Must confirm the mounting surface firm, otherwise the lamp will fall down. 

4. Shouldn’t overlay thermal shield material on the lamp. 

5. The light source cannot be replaced, if reached to rated life, should replace the lamp. 

6. If the outer cable broken, Should replace by a qualified person or manufacturer, or service agent. 

Retain the instruction for reference. 

 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION 

 

MODEL CUTOUT SIZE
MINIMUM INSTALLATION 

HEIGHT (H) 

SUITABLE CEILING 

THICKNESS (D) 

LLAR5-LD02* 40×38mm 90mm 1~25mm 

LLAR5-LD08* 124×38mm 90mm 1~25mm 

LLAR5-LD16* 236×38mm 90mm 1~25mm 

LLAR5-LD32* 460×38mm 90mm 1~25mm 

 

1. Select the appropriate ceiling opening size according to the specifications and models, then pre-open the 

installation holes of lamps on the ceiling (Fig. 1)）； 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig 1 

2 Open the junction box, connect with power supply line(positive hole and negative pole) matched with terminal “L” 
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and “N” wire, connect the dimming wire with terminal “+”and “-”, ensure all wire connect well and right, then pack 

back the cover of the junction box (Fig. 2). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2 

 

3  After finished wiring, firstly send the junction box into the hole and place above the ceiling, then press the spring of 

two end inside, install the fixture on the ceiling hole. (Fig. 2) 

 

 

Fig 3 

 

REPLACEMENT AND MAINTAINANCE 

 When replacing or repairing the lamp, the disassembly process is contrary to the installation sequence. When 

disassembling, hold the lamp to prevent falling. 


